
 
 

This is a Tactical Level Science Fiction Infantry Battle Scenario by RRB Minis © 2022 for Fictioneers: Legacy.  A copy of the rules will be needed in order to 
properly play this scenario.  They also include the listings for the tactical organizations called for here.  Terra standard colors are used on the scenario map to aid in 
understanding the terrain called for.  It does not specify the correct item colors for the scenario location.  Feel free to use whatever color scheme table covering and 

terrain you prefer.  To ask questions, or to find more information about (and links to) the rules, other scenarios, and miniatures visit rrbminis.com. 
 

Scenario 1:  Match Play 
 
This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of equal head to head games.  Instead of employing an artificial point cost 
system which likely would be in accurate, you will use the exact same force facing each other across a mirror image battlefield.  The 
map provided is an example; any mirror image layout will work.  This scenario is a true test of your ability as a commander and is 
great as a group tournament or as an introductory game for beginners. 

 
Setup 
 
For 2 players/teams.   
 
Any number and type of units or 
armies may be used as long as it is 
exactly the same for both sides.  Proxy 
models should be used (i.e. both sides 
can fight as if they are the Planetary 
Legion even if the figures for one side 
or both are something else).  It is best 
to start with the side that has the 
fewest models available and make the 
other side match that faction.   
 
Agreement of the players is needed 
before play begins. 

 
Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 
Items listed on the map are 
standard/typical terrain as listed in 
the rules. 
 
High die roll will deploy all troops first followed by the other side.  Deployment will be a full move maximum from the table edge 
with no fire option allowed.  This counts as turns 1 and 2.  Normal move/fire options begin on turn 3.  Hidden Troops are allowed 
to deploy in the swamp, only if all players are familiar with the rules introduced in Scenario 2. 

 
Special Conditions 
 
None.  Experienced players may add Environmental Factors and/or optional rules as they wish. 
 
Note:  For add replay value, try the scenario with troops of differing race factions.  These will not be exactly even but should still be 
competitive depending on the terrain chosen.  To use larger/stronger than terran-sized troops, you need to determine the 

equivalent number of the larger aliens to deploy.  Take 50 (the full terran platoon count) divided by the larger alien’s full platoon 

count shown in the Troop List.    I.e. the Sitan Apes have 30 in a full platoon so (50/30=1.7) for every Sitan Ape, use 1.7 (round to 
the nearest) terran-sized troops.  For example, 10 Sitan Apes should be able to face 17 Xyban and have a relatively fair fight. 

 
Objectives 
 
The terrain features (minus the road) are each an objective point that needs to be controlled.  A player controls it if they have at 
least one alive miniature in/on the terrain piece without any living enemy also in/on it.  Points for both sides accumulate each turn 
(tallied during the End of Turn Promotions phase).  The winner is the player/team controlling the most points at the end of the 
game.  The battle continues until one side concedes that they can no longer win.  For game group or tournament use, the organizer 
may also wish to place a time and/or turn limit to define the end of the game.  



 
Scenario 2:  Attack on Pridevale Hold 

 
 
This scenario is intended to introduce Hidden Troops and uneven sides.  Plan on either Attacking the fortified bunker at 3/2 
odds or taking on its defense.  The Defenders have the benefit of cover which also provides hiding places.  They set up their 
hidden troops in secret by marking up a paper map before play begins.  The attacker enters from diagonal across the table 
and decides which route to take and how cautiously to proceed. 
 
 

Setup 
 
For 2 players/teams.   
 
A full platoon is recommended for 
the Attacker and 2/3 of one for the 
Defender (squads of their choice). 
 
Smaller forces may be used if the 
ratio is maintained (useful for new 
players) but game balance may 
break down somewhat. 
 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 
Most items listed on the map are 
typical terrain as listed in the rules.   
 
The Light Woods may be seen all 
the way through and only ever 
counts as Light Cover.  The Fort 
Walls are 3-6’ tall.  The Gate is so tall that it cannot be crossed by non-flyers.  The Bunker has Heavy Armor and can 
withstand 15 damaging hits.  It is large enough for 8 human sized figures but cannot house any heavy weapons inside. 
 
The Defender will deploy all troops first (including noting any hidden figure’s location).  Hidden Troops are allowed in the 
Light/regular Woods, Rubble, directly behind the Fort Wall, or in the Bunker.  Other than at these locations, figures must be 
placed on the table top.  Following the Defender’s deployment, the Attacker deploys by moving in from either table edge in 
the top right corner grid square.  They are allowed to have normal move/fire options as part of that deployment.   
 
 

Special Conditions 
 
All Hidden Troops are considered on Overwatch and they are not placed on the table until they fire or move, are detected by 
a sensor, or come into line of sight & visual detection range of an enemy.  Visual detection range for Hidden Troops is much 
less than how far a figure can see in a given terrain type.  It is within 2” in Woods, 3” in Light Woods or Rubble, and 
unlimited in Clear terrain.  Experienced players may add Environmental Factors and/or optional rules as they wish. 
 
 

Objectives 
 
This is a no points, elimination battle.  The battle continues until one side concedes that they can no longer win.  
Players/organizer may also wish to place a time and/or turn limit to define the end of the game.  In that case, remaining 
figure count should be used to determine the winner. 
  



 
Scenario 3:  The Zaobos Campaign 

 
 
This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of Troop Quality and gaining experience.  Over the course of a 4 battle 
campaign, troops that survive battles gain one level of experience.  Also, one figure per side per battle that did something 
particularly heroic, or one chosen at random, will gain two levels.  Note:  Any figure that dies must start the following battle as a 
new Green replacement troop.  This allows you to watch your minis grow/change by performing heroic deeds in combat… or by 
simply surviving. 
 
 

Setup & Battlefield Map 
 
For 2 players/teams.   
 
Scenarios 1 and 2 will be replayed 
using the maps & forces called for. 
 
 

Special Conditions 
 
The basic format for this campaign is 
that Scenario 1 will be played as the 
first battle.  Omit references to using 
the exact same forces; instead each 
side uses a full platoon of their choosing.  All surviving figures 
from this (and all following battles) will gain a level of experience 
before the next battle begins, and the winning side also gains 10 
Victory Points (VP).   
 
The 2nd and 3rd battles are Scenario 2 alternating who is the 
Attacker & Defender.  The loser from the 1st battle (i.e. Scenario 1) 
starts as the Attacker in the 2nd Battle.   
 
The 4th battle is replaying Scenario 1 again.  Feel free to change up the terrain by the agreement of the players.  Then the side 
behind in victory points places one additional woods or 1 level hill in any place of their choosing.  They will also have the choice of 
moving first or second. 
 
In all battles, the figure’s eliteness rating will have additional modifiers in the game for Weapons Fire, Melee, and Morale tables:  
Elite +3, Crack +2, Veteran +1, Green –1.  Also for Elite officers - Attached troops may make an additional free 1" move during the 
Promotions Phase (represents effectively ordering troops and keeping them well organized). 
 
To track the eliteness as they progress, add dot of paint on the back edge of the figure’s base or similar: 
 

• Green – On a figure’s first time on a battlefield, they are Green troops.  Add a green dot of paint to the base. 

• Regular - Any survivors from their first battle are now Regular troops.  Add a yellow dot covering the green one. 

• Veteran - Any survivors of a second battle are now Veterans.  Add a red dot covering the yellow one. 

• Crack - Any survivors of a third battle are now Crack troops. Add a white dot covering the red one. 

• Elite - Any survivors of a fourth battle are now Elite troops.  Add a blue dot covering the white one. 
 
 

Objectives 
 
Besides the VP listed above, each side receives VP for each of certain survivors of the 4th battle.  Terran Sized troops:   
Elite +3, Crack +2, Vet. +1.  Sitan Apes: Elite +5, Crack +3, Vet. +2.  Sitan Giants:  Elite +10, Crack +7, Vet. +3. 
  



 
Scenario 4:  Science Grab 

 
 
This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of a battle with 3 or more sides.  The core rules and scenarios to this point have 
dealt with multiplayer games by having the players team up into 2 sides.  Here, each players will all be looking out for their own 
interests (although, 2 players could certainly play this as a normal battle).  An enemy scientist has been working on advanced 
secret research.  A planned raid to storm their research outpost to capture it for your faction has been met with a surprise:  Other 
factions are also onsite to grab this vital information for themselves!  It’s a foot race and more. 
 
 

Setup 
 
For 3-6 players with full platoons for 
each force.  Smaller forces may be 
used if all sides are even. 
 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 
Items listed are typical terrain as in 
the rules.  Setup is for 3 players; each 
player having an entry/exit point that 
is equidistant from the center and 
also equally spaced between both 
adjacent players.  Adjust entry/exit 
points and terrain features for more 
players and/or altered terrain as long 
as it is uniform between players and 
that the 6 buildings remain at the 
center of all the arriving forces. 
 
To deploy, players roll dice; highest 
score (all ties are rerolled to further order them) having 1st choice of entry/exit point, followed by the next highest, etc.  Then 
rerolling the order for each player to deploy all of their troops within 1 full move maximum of the entry/exit point with no fire 
option allowed.  Once complete for all players, the normal move/fire options begin with the player turns continuing in a random 
sequence.  All players roll a die with the highest going, then those that have not had a turn yet roll again with the highest going.  
Continue until the last player has a turn, then start another round with all rolling. 
 
 

Special Conditions 
 
Troops must search the outpost to find the Scientist and/or as much Research as possible.  A Sensor Search will detect the 
Scientist from outside a building but not Research items.  Entering and Visually Searching may find either.  Visually Searching 
counts as using a sensor for move/fire restrictions.  For Sensor Search:  Roll of 1=Scientist.  Visual Search:  1=Scientist, 2-
6=Research.  Other rolls are Nothing.  Only 1 Scientist can be found; later rolls of 1 are Nothing.  Only 1 roll per building per turn. 
 
A found Scientist is considered captured and must be guarded with at least 1 figure.  Movement is –2” for infantry guarding the 
Scientist.  Research is small and light so can be freely moved.  If there is no referee for the scenario, the figure(s) carrying Research 
must be marked. 
 
 

Objectives 
 
Victory Points are given for exiting your own exit point:  with the Scientist alive (5 Points) and each item of Research (1). 
The battle continues until one side exits with the Scientist and calls for bombardment of the outpost; or all sides quit the field.  For 
convention or game group use, the organizer may also wish to place a time and/or turn limit to define the end of the game. 
  



 
Scenario 5:  King of the Hill 

 
 
This scenario is intended to introduce the concepts of creating additional cover on a Battlefield and routing (fleeing) troops.  The 
core rules explain the process for laying down smoke, but sometimes a more permanent (or weather resistant) option is needed.  
They also cover Shaken/Pinned morale status but this is a worse case.   
 
 

Setup 
 
For 2 players/teams.   
 
Any number figures can be used 
but under 20 terran sized or the 
equivalent number of larger aliens 
work best (refer to Scenario 1 for 
equivalent number of larger aliens).   
 
Each side should also have 4 
Mortars or Missile/Rocket 
Launchers. 
 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 
Items listed on the map are 
standard/typical terrain as listed in 
the rules.  Play is diagonal to create a 
longer area to cross.  If an 8-12” table 
is available, that would be even 
better. 
 
A privacy screen should be used to keep players from seeing the opponent’s setup.  Both sides may setup as they wish anywhere 
within their Hill square, and may also start one observer in either of the adjacent Woods hidden (refer to Scenario 2).  Mortars 
begin the game deployed unless players specify they are packed and ready to move.  High die roll will begin turn 1 with all normal 
options available. 
 
 

Special Conditions 
 
For this scenario, extreme wind makes smoke useless and all flying/hovering creatures and vehicles are grounded. 
 
Craters are impressions in the planet surface caused by powerful explosions or meteorite impacts.  They are areas of Rough Going 
for movement, and Hard/Soft Cover as a Trench to those in them.  Missiles, Mortars, and Rockets set to impact on the ground 
make them. The newly formed Crater is 1" in diameter regardless of the weapon making them so they are usable by a Sitan Ape or 
smaller being/creature. 
 
A Pinned (or already Routing) figure that is hit but survives, immediately Routs.  A Rout is a full move +2 inches toward the 
nearest table edge, exit point, or directly away from all known enemy troops (whichever seems to give the figure the best chance to 
survive.  Routing figures that do not exit the battlefield, must attempt to recover as if Shaken/Pinned during their Morale phase.  
Those that fail, must make another Rout move.  Routed figures cannot return to the battlefield.  If the optional rule for Eliteness 
Promotions (refer to Scenario 3) is being used, all Routed figures lose a level of experience before the next battle begins. 
 
 

Objectives 
 
Battle continues until one side is pushed off their hill.  For game group or tournament use, the organizer may also wish to place a 
time and/or turn limit to define the end of the game. 
  



Scenario 6:  Interstellar Safari 
 

This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of Non-Player Characters (NPCs) in the form of ambushing Interstellar Critters.  
This can be played with whatever critters you have.  A wide selection of critters with various terrain habitats is more interesting.   
 

Setup 
 

Map is shown for 2 sides but can be 
adjusted for more (see Scenario 4).   
 

Units used should be limited to a 
squad or two of infantry (no more 
than 20 terran sized figures per side) 
without vehicles or jetpacks. 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 

Items listed on the map are typical 
terrain as listed in the rules. 
 

High die roll deploys all troops by 
making a full move maximum from a 
table corner with an “*” (no fire 
option allowed).  Then the other side 
does the same at the other “*”.  This 
counts as turns 1 and 2. Normal 
move/fire options begin on turn 3. 
 

Special Conditions 
 

Certain terrain has hidden NPC critters that are hostile and will attack if found.  They are considered on overwatch and attack at 
the opportune moment (for them).  A table for the figures in Interstellar Critters Set #1 is provided below as an example.  Make 
your own table based on the Critters that you have available.  Tables for all RRB Minis and McEwan Miniatures critters can be 
found at rrbminis.com.  
 
If they players have a critter figure available for a given habitat, roll for ambush the 1st time per side when moving:  

• Near Rubble/Water/Built-up Area (within 3” of the edge) 

• Near Woods or Hill that is >2 levels tall (within 12” of the edge) 

• In or on  Rubble/Water/Built-up Area/Woods/Hill that is >2 levels tall 
When onboard starships, areas such as the cargo bay and refuse recycling area may be designated as a Bult-up area for this 
purpose.  The same goes for a single bridge, portal, monument, or other interesting terrain feature on a battlefield.  Player must 
agree on area designations before the start of the game.  An ambush occurs on a score of 12 if “Near” to the terrain edge; or on a 
score of 10-12 if “In” it.  If an ambush occurs, roll again consulting the Critters by Type column.   
 
To use a Sensor, remain outside the area but within sensor range and roll to detect ambush critters as normal.  If found, it does not 
attack because it has not been triggered by your presence.  
 
An ambush attack is resolved immediately using the melee table (do not wait for the melee phase).  If the creature wins, it is left on 
the terrain to note that it is in the area, but will be considered back in hiding at the end of the turn and can no longer be attacked 
by ranged fire. A creature so revealed (or by sensor reading) will ambush any figure entering the terrain area on a +2 to the die 
roll.  
 
If the same creature type is encountered in another ambush, it can be moved to the new attack location and the board marked with 
a counter if additional duplicate figures are not available.  If multiple figures are within range of an ambush, roll one die to see if 
there is an attack. The closest figure to the creature is attacked. Note:  Craters are considered Rubble; however, newly created (this 
game) craters are not used for ambush creatures. 
 

Critter Found  Critters by Type  Melee Modifier  Armor Equivalent  Typical Location  
1-5 Ugly Slug 2  None (Small, -1 to hit) In Woods/Rubble, Near Water 
6-9 Gripping Tentacles  8  Cloth (spongy skin) In Woods/Rubble, Near Water 
10-12 Hungry Maw  10  Cloth (spongy skin) In Woods/Rubble, Near Water 
 

Objectives 
 

The safari continues until all terrain features have been searched by all sides or no longer have sufficient forces to continue. Each 
side receives points equal to any slain critters’ melee modifier.  Game organizers may also place a time/turn limit to end the game.  



 
Scenario 7:  Drop Troopers   

 
 

This scenario is intended to introduce the concept of Drop Troops as a method of fast randomized troop deployment for the 
attackers.  The defenders may utilize hidden units so players should already be familiar with Scenario 2. 
 
Drop Troopers vary greatly among various factions.  Some are high altitude drops with capsules that burn-up while coming 
through the atmosphere, some are little better than shoving troopers out the door of a fast moving shuttle with just the hope that 
their Jet Packs will stabilize them and allow for a semi-controlled landing.  The common thing among them is that they come in 
fast and a bit disorganized.  The method listed here is sufficient for any of them. 
 
 

Setup 
 

For 2 sides, though a multiplayer 
scenario could easily be developed by 
expanding upon this. 
 

Approximate odds of 5 Drop 
Troopers per 3 Hidden Defenders 
will be a fairly matched game. 
 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 

Items listed on the map are typical 
terrain as listed in the rules. 
 

By agreement (or high die roll), one 
player/side is the defender and 
deploys all troops anywhere on the 
battlefield.  Hidden units are allowed 
for them as outlined in Scenario 2.  
River, Swamp, and Built-up Area are 
additional hiding locations.  
 
The attackers are placed at random 
by throwing cardboard chits from the board edge.  Use the random indirect fire direction chart to determine the table edge 
location to throw from, and throw along the line in the opposite direction.  The throw should be a pile of randomized chits where 
each chit represents one specific figure.  Any chits that land within 12" of the a battlefield edge are eliminated (to encourage a 
healthy throw).  Figures whose chits landed face up can move/fire as normal on the turn they land; face down can only move ½ 
max with no fire option. 
 
 

Special Conditions 
 

Experienced players may also add any Environmental Factors and/or optional rules as they wish.  Hidden NPC critters (see 
Scenario 6) would be especially appropriate.  If used and in appropriate terran, any hidden figure must roll for ambush attack 
before they themselves can attack/move.   
 
 

Objectives 
 

The attack continues until one side capitulates: 
 

❖ Major Victory Defenders – All drop troopers are eliminated or surrender with less than half running away (exiting the 
battlefield edge). 

 
❖ Major Victory Attackers – All defending troops are eliminated or surrender with less than half running away (exiting the 

battlefield edge). 
 

❖ Minor Victory Defenders – More than half of the drop troopers run away (exit the battlefield edge). 
 

❖ Minor Victory Attackers – More than half of the defending troops run away (exit the battlefield edge). 

  



 
Scenario 8:  The Battle for the Isthmus of Mataisle 

 
 
This scenario introduces the concept of dividing one table into 2 segments.  The distance across the line is very large (2,964 game 
inches in this case).  This allows Heavy Blast Cannons to have targets at extreme long range (2,964 + 36 = 3,000 max range).   
 
 

Setup 
 
For 2 sides w/full platoon ea.  Each 
side must have 2 Heavy Blast 
Cannons.  Factions not including 
them on their Troop List may trade 2 
Medium Cannons, 4 Light Cannons, 4 
Mortars, 1 Infantry Squad, or any 
weapon w/greater than 3,000” range 
in order to get them. 
 
 

Battlefield Map (12” Grid) 
 
Each side will place 5 terrain pieces in 
secret.  Each hill level or feature up to 
12” long counts as one piece for this 
purpose.  See map as examples of 5 
pieces setup per side.  
 
Each side will divide their force into 
potentially 3 groups and note the 
location(s).  Group 1 are hidden 
defensive troops which are placed in suitable terrain on that side’s half of the battlefield but not within 12” of their base line.  
Group 2 are the rest of the defensive troops for each side which must include the 2 Heavy Blast Cannons.  Then enter measuring 
from the base line on Turns 1 & 2 (high roller going first).  Group 3 are the attacking troops which will be dropped into the 
opposing side’s half of the battlefield using a modified Scenario 6: Drop Trooper method on Turns 3 & 4.  Throw is made from 
each side’s own baseline.  Chits that do not cross the battlefield center dividing line, or fall off the table, do not survive the drop but 
chits that land within 12” of any table edge are fine.  Chits that land facedown may only move half maximum, or may not move but 
fire with the -2 Moving & Firing penalty.  Chits that land face up my act normally. 
 
 

Special Conditions 
 
None but experienced players may add any Environmental Factors and/or optional rules as they wish. 
 
 

Objectives 
 

Battle continues until one side loses both of its Heavy Blast Cannons. (Game organizers may also place a time/turn limit to end the 

game sooner which may require modification to the victory conditions).  If the side with at least one Heavy Blast Cannon left: 
 

❖ Still has 2 Heavy Blast Cannons, and at least one half of their starting total force by model count - Major Victory – The 
platoon holds the isthmus for a short time until relief forces arrive and then ordered to return home as heroes for some 
well-deserved R&R. 

 

❖ Only meets one of the two above conditions - Minor Victory – The platoon is ordered to hold the isthmus while under 
continued harassment by the enemy for months, only just to then be reassigned to an insignificant sector of space for an 
unglamorous grunt-work assignment. 

 

❖ Meets neither of the above conditions – Draw – Both sides withdraw from the isthmus leaving it for some real heroes to 
fight over at some later date… prepare for an inrush of raw green recruits to rebuild your platoon. 

 


